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During February, British and French politicians, and military leaders, (in ‘association’ with the Americans) 
continued their arguments/plans for the composition of a unified supreme command (Supreme War 
Council) for the Western Front. This command was established, but not finalised, until late March and for 
the British such was the mutual mistrust between PM Lloyd George and the Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff, Sir William Robertson, that the latter ‘resigned’ his post.  Meanwhile, the Germans continued to 
apply pressure on Russia for a peace agreement, which by early March the Bolshevik Government 
signed. However, since November 1917 the Germans had been transferring men and equipment from the 
Eastern to the Western Front. As a result whereas the British,French and Belgians could field approx. 180 
divisions against 130 German divisions in early 1917, by early 1918 the balance had changed. Wariness 
of politicians to sanction further mass offensives, the despatch to, and maintenance of allied forces in 
Italy, Salonika and the Middle East and the attrition suffered during 1917 all contributed to a reduction in 
the Allied forces to approx. 175 Divisions (including the large size American divisions) whilst the Germans 
fielded approx. 190 divisions.  Adding to British difficulties was the fact that FM Haig had agreed to extend 
the British line from approx. 100 to 125 miles. 

All nations involved on the Western Front were aware that 1918 was certain to be a decisive and 
conclusive year. Peace proposals and suggestions for ending the war emerged from many quarters and 
great interest was taken in the armistice terms being discussed between the Russians and Germans. As 
the armistice discussions slowly foundered, on what were seen as humiliating German demands and 
subsequent military aggression, the prevalent mood in Britain was probably best summarised by a leader 
in the K&SC 8/2/18 P5 commenting on’the fog of war’. “The Allies Supreme War Council decided that ‘the 
only immediate task’  before its members was ‘the prosecution with the utmost vigour’ of the Allies military 
effort  ‘until such time as the pressure of that effort shall have brought about in the enemy Governments 
and peoples a change of temper which would justify the hope of the conclusion of peace, in terms which 
would not involve the abandonment in face of an aggressive and unrepentant militarism, of all the 
principles of freedom, justice and the respect for the law of nations which the Allies are resolved to 
vindicate’. 

The 5th (Cinque Ports) Battalion of the Royal Sussex Regiment spent the month of February still in Italy, 
working on the Corps line.  Unusually no casualties were suffered during the month, a fact so unusual that 
it was remarked upon in the battalion war diaries. 

The first wave of the pandemic "Spanish flu" virus was beginning to take hold, although to maintain 
morale wartime censors minimised reporting of the outbreak amongst the Allied nations.  Unusually, this 
Spanish flu affected healthy young adults.  Some have speculated that the outbreak of the pandemic 
started in late 1917 in the overcrowded Etaples hospital camp in France, with military pathologists noting 
a new disease with high mortality rates that later was recognised as Spanish flu. 

Nationally, rationing began in earnest as the U Boat campaign seriously reduced the supply and 
availability  of basic foodstuffs. Meat, bread, butter, margarine and sugar were all subject to rationing with 
severe penalties for misuse/abuse of the rationing system.  

On the political front The Representation of the People Act received the Royal Assent, tripling the size of 
the electorate, enfranchising all men over 21 and allowing the vote to married women over the age of 30.  

Locally, a Parish Council meeting  considered a letter from the Board of Agriculture inviting the PC to 
assist in securing an increase, on the part of the working classes in the Parish, in the supply of 
vegetables and particularly potatoes. It was proposed by the PC that posters urging parishioners to do 
their utmost to increase the supply of potatoes, be placed in public places. Rationing of certain basic 
foods added to the confusion/rumours re food hoarding and what was/was not permissible to keep as 
surplus to daily/weekly requirements. Mischievously, the K&SC commented that it may be coincidence 
that hospitals had received an increase in donations of food in the lead up to the forthcoming powers of 
inquisition/summons on such matters by the officers/agents of the Food Controller office/agency. On a 
lighter note, but revealing the nature of rumour,  a much discussed question in Kent and Sussex was how 
far the rainfall in the two counties had been affected by the gun fire in France. The authorities freely 



admitted that there had been a high level of rainfall since the war started BUT so it was for several years 
prior to the war.  
The sale of War Bonds continued to exercise and excite the K&SC and the local committees established 
to promote their sale. A War Loan week was in the offing for early March and under consideration was a 
suggestion that Tunbridge Wells (and presumably neighbouring communities) should aim to raise an 
amount equivalent to the cost of a submarine, which was estimated at £100,000.  

The Uckfield Military Tribunal met early in February where Mr E W Christer applied for the exemption of C 
Beal, aged 18, a cowman of Mayfield. Three months exemption was granted.  
ON LEAVE. The K&SC 22/2/18 P6 reported: ‘Among those who have had 14 days leave  from the front 
are- Privates J Eldridge; F Luck; R Hall;H Knapp.’ 

There are no names recorded on the Mayfield or Five Ashes War memorials for February 1918. 
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